Evolution at high mutation rates is minimally affected by six processes: mutation-selection balance, error catastrophes, Muller's Ratchet, robustness and compensatory evolution, and clonal interference. Including all of these processes in a tractable, analytical model is difficult, but they can be captured in simulations that utilize realistic genotype-phenotype-fitness maps, as done here by modeling RNA folding. Subjecting finite, asexual populations to a range of mutation rates revealed simple criteria that predict when particular evolutionary processes are important. Populations were initiated with a genotype encoding the most fit phenotype.
Populations with high mutation rates (such as RNA viruses) are affected by multiple evolutionary processes, and understanding the relative importance of these processes is challenging (Drake and Holland 1999) . For a population starting at high fitness, the net effect of a high mutation rate should be detrimental simply because most mutations are deleterious, and the population will accumulate deleterious mutations faster than selection can purge them. Furthermore, some well-known processes exacerbate the fitness decline from a high mutation rate, at least in finite populations: stochastic fixation of deleterious mutations and Muller's Ratchet (MR) (Muller 1964; Charlesworth et al. 1993; Gordo and Charlesworth 2000) . Yet there are also processes that offset the decline: adaptive and compensatory evolution (Poon and Otto 2000; , error catastrophes (ECs) (Eigen 1971; Wilke 2005) , and evolution of robustness (van Nimwegen et al. 1999; Wilke 2001) . Finally, the rate of any adaptive evolution can be slowed from clonal interference (Gerrish and Lenski 1998; de Visser et al. 1999; Miralles et al. 1999 ). The challenge is to discover generalities in populations that are potentially subject to all of these processes simultaneously.
A convenient "null model" for the effect of a high mutation rate is mutation-selection balance (Haldane 1927) . Deterministically, population mean fitness (W ) in asexual populations is expected to equilibrate at a value determined only by the deleterious mutation rate:
where U d is the genome-wide deleterious mutation rate and a "hat" indicates equilibrium (Kimura and Maruyama 1966) . For brevity, we will denote this as the Kimura-Maruyama (KM) equilibrium, after the authors. An appealing property of this equilibrium is its independence of the fitness effects and interactions among mutations in asexual populations. The model is limited in ignoring stochastic processes, ignoring beneficial mutations, ignoring recombination, and greatly limiting the fitness landscape. With so many limitations, does the KM equilibrium offer a reasonable approximation to equilibrium fitness in a real population? The utility of the KM fitness equilibrium is its emancipation from many parameters otherwise measured with difficulty, so even if the equilibrium is often inaccurate, it may help delineate when other processes are important. This study uses simulation to explore the interplay of evolutionary processes at high mutation rates in finite asexual populations. Most basically, we ask when and if mutation-load theory predicts the fitness equilibrium, and if it fails, why and under what conditions. The simulation model attempts to include realism by allowing the population to evolve within a complex fitness landscape, that of RNA secondary structure. Therefore, many evolutionary properties can change over the course of a simulation run, and the outcomes are not simple consequences of constraints imposed for convenience of analysis.
Methods

EVOLUTIONARY SIMULATIONS
Populations were usually limited to 1000 individuals reproducing asexually in discrete, nonoverlapping generations, although some simulations used a smaller population size (N = 100). Individuals were characterized by a single phenotype that was specified completely by genotype. Following models used in previous RNA studies (Wilke 2001; Cowperthwaite et al. 2006) , an individual's genome consisted of a 99 base "RNA molecule" (bases A,C,G,U) subjected to mutation prior to reproduction. An individual's phenotype was merely its shape-its genome in a folded state-and fitness was assigned according to the similarity of its genome's shape to a target shape, as elaborated next.
Genome shape was the minimum free energy fold of its genome, assigned by the Vienna RNA package (Hofacker et al. 1994) . This procedure yielded a single secondary structure, S G , for genome G. Fitness, W (G), was a linear function of the difference between S G and the target shape, S T :
H (S G , S T ) simply counts the number of differences in structural notation between S G and S T (Hamming distance). The severity of the decline in fitness is determined by the strength parameter γ, which here was 0.15 for steep landscapes, 0.025 for shallow landscapes, and 0.06 for intermediate landscapes. This fitness function assumes a single, optimal shape, but as will be noted below, there are many genomes that fold into any single shape. It would be desirable to consider an even shallower landscape, but much lower values of γ result in an extremely flat landscape such that randomly chosen sequences have fitness of similar magnitude to wild type. The function H (S G , S T ) relies on a particular notational representation of secondary structure. In this notation, a folded molecule is represented unambiguously as a linear string of dots and parentheses, with dots representing unpaired bases and parentheses representing paired bases. For example, an eight-base molecule folded symmetrically with a four-base loop and twobase stem is represented as ((....)). The minimum difference between two nonidentical folds is thus two, even though the difference may result from a single base difference. Conversely, a single base difference can result in many structural differences.
This model is loosely motivated by the general finding that RNA secondary structure is highly conserved for many noncoding RNAs such as tRNA and ribosomal RNA (Doudna 2000; Meer et al. 2010) . At the same time, we do not pretend that our model captures any biological system. The property that is most appealing is a fitness landscape in which many different biological properties can evolve.
In prior simulation studies, population size has been held constant (Wilke 2001; Cowperthwaite et al. 2006) . Here, the maximum population size was fixed but minimum size was not, allowing extinction. A parent of genotype G has relative fitness W (G) and absolute fitness 5W (G), where the number 5 was chosen arbitrarily as the largest possible (average) number of offspringfor a genotype that folded into the target shape. The individual's actual number of offspring was then drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean 5W (G). With the possibility of five offspring per parent, for a sufficiently large number of parents, the number of offspring in the population could exceed the maximum population size. When this happened, offspring were pruned by random choice without replacement until the maximum allowable population size was attained. All offspring chosen to make up the next generation subsequently underwent a round of mutation. Each position in an offspring genome mutated to a different base with probability U/L, where L = 99 is the sequence length and U is the genomic mutation rate; all base substitutions were equally likely. For a given run, populations were subjected to one of the following genomic mutation rates: 0. 05, 0.12, 0.20, 0.29, 0.38, 0.49, 0.60, 0.73, 0.88, 1.1, 1.3, 1.6, 1.9, 2.6, 4.6. Initial populations were isogenic, with all individuals consisting of a genotype that folded into the optimal shape. This founding, "optimal" genotype was designed using the ViennaRNA function RNAinverse (Hofacker et al. 1994) . Mutation and selection altered this initial state, and populations rapidly converged to an approximate fitness equilibrium by 1000 generations, although most runs were carried out to 5000 generations to ensure that quasi-equilibrium had been attained. In several cases, replicate simulations using the same fitness function and target shape were initiated with different genotypes that folded into the optimal shape. These replicates converged to indistinguishable fitness equilibria.
Programing was done using a combination of the Python and Cython (Behnel et al. 2011) programming languages. The source code is located at http://wilke.openwetware.org/Software.html.
NEUTRAL NETWORKS IN THE FITNESS LANDSCAPE
One consequence of our genotype-phenotype landscape is a high level of redundancy for each secondary structure. Even secondary structures with complex series of stems and loops have many RNA sequences that will fold as that shape. We estimated the size of the neutral network for the target shape as ≈ 1.2 × 10 41 using the NN_get_size program (Jörg et al. 2008) . Even though large, this number is relatively small compared to the total number of unique genotypes for a 99-mer, 4 99 = 4 × 10 59 . Thus, our target shape has a large neutral network that still contains relatively few genotypes overall.
TWO PARAMETERIZATIONS OF THE REALIZED
DELETERIOUS MUTATION RATE
The KM model assumes a specific fitness landscape: a single genotype of maximal fitness, and all nonneutral mutations are deleterious. Thus, once a genotype has acquired a deleterious mutation, there is no way for its descendants to recover maximal fitness. The equilibrium in (1) applies only as long as the best genotype is maintained. The KM equilibrium strictly applies to an infinite population, but it provides an expected equilibrium value for finite populations. Calculation of this equilibrium requires knowledge of the deleterious mutation rate. In our simulations, the total genomic mutation rate was fixed, but the fraction of all mutations that were deleterious depended on the genotype. For any genotype, i, it is feasible to exhaustively determine the fraction of all possible single mutations that are deleterious, d i . Thus, the deleterious mutation rate for genotype i is d i U . The deleterious mutation rate in the KM equilibrium is specifically the deleterious rate of the most fit (mutation-free) genotypes (referred to as the most fit phenotype, because our model allows multiple genotypes with the same fold and thus same fitness). So the relevant deleterious mutation rate is the total mutation rate U times the deleterious fraction of all mutations in the best genomes, D b :
for all existing genotypes j ∈ B that fold into the optimal phenotype, and p j is the frequency of genotype j in the population. In the simulations, it is easy to identify and measure the best genotypes. This task is challenging in an actual population, where it would be necessary to screen all individuals to identify the most fit and specifically measure their deleterious mutation rates. It is thus useful to determine the accuracy of the KM formula when parameterized with the population average deleterious mutation rate for all n genotypes in the population, D n :
where n i=1 p i = 1 . There are thus two forms of the KM equilibrium to test,
MULLER'S RATCHET
MR is a stochastic process that depends on population size, deleterious mutation rate, and effect size of a mutation (Muller 1964; Charlesworth et al. 1993; Gordo and Charlesworth 2000) . The basic principle is that the best phenotype class will be lost by chance when its expected absolute numbers are low and when, in the absence of recombination and back mutation, it cannot be regenerated. Once the best phenotype class is lost, the next-best phenotype class can be lost by the same process, and so on. The process has the potential to cause extinction, and in the absence of offsetting (compensatory) evolution or a slowdown in the rate of the ratchet, extinction should occur in our simulations. The critical quantity in the ratchet is the expected number of individuals in the best phenotype class (n 0 ). With a deleterious mutation rate of U d , a population size of N , and all deleterious mutations with fitness effect s, Haigh (1978) showed that the number retained in the best class at equilibrium was approximately
and the ratchet is expected to operate when n 0 is in the order of 10 or less (Maynard Smith 1978) . This formula is not immediately applicable to our model because different deleterious mutations can have different effects, that is, s is variable. One suggestion is to substitute the harmonic mean of s (s), which we apply here (Orr 2000) .
Results
All simulations were initiated with the entire population consisting of a genotype of maximal fitness. From this starting point, all mutations were deleterious or neutral in the immediate generation. This type of landscape satisfies the basic assumptions of the KM model, although our model does allow population parameters to evolve, whereas the KM model does not. If the KM equilibrium is general, it should apply to equilibrium fitness in these populations whenever the best genotype is maintained. The KM equilibrium may be expected to fail if the best genotype is lost, but in such cases, we may ask whether the observed equilibrium lies above or below KM and by how much.
STEEP AND SHALLOW FITNESS LANDSCAPES
In steep landscapes, fitness fell rapidly with deviations from the optimal shape; in shallow landscapes, fitness fell gradually. For example, in steep landscapes, a mutation causing the minimal structural deviation from the optimal shape decreased fitness by 30%; in shallow landscapes, the minimum decline was 5%. Genotypes with seven or more structural deviations were nonviable in the steep landscape, whereas genotypes were viable with up to 40 deviations in the shallow landscape. As shown below, this difference in landscape qualitatively affected evolutionary behavior. We describe our findings for a single target shape,
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We repeated our basic simulation with four other target shapes and found qualitatively similar results (not shown). The results address steep landscapes first as these dynamics were the most straightforward.
STEEP LANDSCAPES OBEY KIMURA-MARUYAMA EQUILIBRIUM
Across a broad range of genomic mutation rates, U , the observed fitness equilibrium in steep landscapes was adequately predicted by both parameterizations of the KM equilibrium, (5) and (6) ( Fig. 1A) . Thus, the average deleterious mutation fraction across the population (D n ) sufficed to explain the dynamics, and we use it in later calculations of the expected KM equilibrium. With a fecundity of 5, extinction is not expected in these populations until W = 0.2. Fitness dropped this low (and the populations disap- peared) only at the highest mutation rates (U > 2.6). Otherwise, populations generally remained at the maximum population size of N = 1000.
THE BEST PHENOTYPE PERSISTS AND EVOLVES ROBUSTNESS IN STEEP LANDSCAPES
A property of the deterministic KM equilibrium is that the genotype encoding the best phenotype is retained in the population, although it may be rare. A finite population may lose the best genotype by chance, and an infinite population may even lose it deterministically via an "EC" (Eigen 1971) . Nonetheless, the best phenotype was invariably retained in the surviving populations with steep landscapes (Fig. 1B) . Thus, the ratchet and ECs were absent.
Although the best phenotype was retained, the founding genotype (which encoded the best phenotype) was replaced with one more robust. This evolution of robustness was possible because of the high degree of neutrality in the RNA fitness landscape, such that many different genotypes fold into the same shape and thus have the same number of offspring (van Nimwegen et al. 1999; Forster et al. 2006) . Although two genotypes encoding the same, optimal phenotype have equal average progeny numbers, they may nonetheless differ in their number of grandchildren if they differ in their robustness to mutation, because the progeny of one genotype will be more fit on average. Evolution of robustness of the optimal genotype was evident in three measures: fraction of deleterious mutations (D b ), minimum free energy ( G), and the harmonic average effect s of deleterious mutations (s) (Fig. 2) . Intuitively, all three measures are expected to be correlated-more stable folds should be more robust to mutations affecting shape, and the impact on fitness should also be reduced (as in the case of proteins: Bloom et al. 2005) . Indeed, the majority of evolved robustness occurred in the first thousand generations for all three traits, regardless of the mutation rate. There was little subsequent evolution in D b , whereas G ands each showed continuing declines, especially at the highest mutation rates. The robustness phenotype directly selected is the number of offspring (and subsequent descendants) that retain the best phenotype when mutated.
The close similarity between KM estimates and observed equilibria is partly because the deleterious mutation rate is estimated from the evolved populations, not the starting population. When the deleterious mutation rate for the best genotype, D b , was calculated using the initial isogenic population, the predicted equilibrium fitness was significantly lower than the observed equilibrium across the various mutation rates (goodness of fit χ 2 = 92.37, d f = 13, N = 325, P < 10 −7 ). The relative deviation in mean fitness ranged from slight at the lowest mutation rate (0.73% lower than observed) to modest at the highest mutation rate for which populations persisted (30% lower). This error in fitness prediction can be directly attributed to the evolution of robustness, thus providing one reason why the predicted, negative fitness impact of a high mutation rate (based on the initial population) may overestimate its impact in a real setting. All populations evolved to become more robust, and furthermore, the level of robustness (as the fraction of mutations deleterious) was similar across mutation rates (Fig. S1) . We also calculated the average number of segregating beneficial mutations; these mutations generally existed in a small segment of the population (Fig. S2) .
SHALLOW LANDSCAPES VIOLATE
KIMURA-MARUYAMA EQUILIBRIUM
The same initial genotype and folding algorithms were used for the shallow and steep landscapes, but the fitness effect of a mutation differed. Thus, the genotype-phenotype maps were the same, but the phenotype-fitness maps differed. For the best genotype, a single mutation causing a deviation from the target shape had a minimal fitness effect of s = 0.05, compared to s = 0.3 for the steep landscape. However, the minimal effect of a mutation is a somewhat misleading statistic, at least for the initial genotype used here. The initial genotype had been designed rather than evolved, hence it had been created without consequences for its sensitivity to mutation. For the initial genotype, the harmonic mean (s) averaged over all possible point mutations was 0.2. In contrast, the s of a robust genotype (evolved in the steep landscape but evaluated in the shallow landscape) was 0.11. Thus, the initial genotype was presumably also subject to selection for robustness in the shallow landscape, although the impact of that selection is not clear, for reasons developed next.
Populations in the shallow landscape behaved differently than those in the steep landscape. The fraction of mutations that were deleterious (D n ) decreased, corresponding to an increase in the fraction of mutations that were beneficial (Fig. 3) . Fitness nonetheless equilibrated, and at mutation rates of U = 0.5 and higher, mean fitness started falling below the KM value (Fig. 4A) . At genomic mutation rates of U = 0.88 or higher, all genotypes encoding the optimal phenotype were lost (Fig. 4B , explained more fully below).
Fitness equilibration despite loss of the best genotype is potentially puzzling. If loss of the best genotype is ongoing and progressive, which is expected if the process is MR, fitness is expected to decline continually (Muller 1964; Maynard Smith 1978) . In searching for the cause of fitness equilibration, we found that compensatory mutations were evolving continually and offsetting the fitness decline. Beneficial mutations-those that increase average offspring number-cannot occur in genotypes encoding the optimal phenotype, but they are possible in most, perhaps all suboptimal genotypes. As long as the optimal phenotype is present, it dominates the genotype structure in the population, such that suboptimal genotypes are continually purged, and beneficial (compensatory) mutations arising in suboptimal genotypes have a small impact on mean fitness. However, once the optimal phenotype is lost, beneficial mutations can evolve in the best of the prevailing genotypes and have a major effect on fitness. Additionally, the evolution of robustness in regards to how much a deleterious mutation affects fitness also becomes important because all individuals have suboptimal fitness. Thus, evolving to be more robust to deleterious mutations increases the chance of progeny surviving. Following loss of the optimal phenotype, there was ongoing turnover of the best prevailing genotype. The dynamic nature of the best genotype in these populations was observed by comparing the highest fitness genotype in the population over time (measured every 10th generation for 1000 generations in a single population at each of six mutation rates). For a given mutation rate, the number of times the highest fitness increased in the population approximately equaled the number of times the highest fitness decreased; a similar pattern was demonstrated analytically for very small mutation rates (Sella and Hirsh 2005) . The number of maximum fitness changes was higher at higher mutation rates, but was not obviously different at 1000 generations than at 4000 generations. The effect of beneficial mutations on these dynamic equilibria was demonstrated in a manner that is feasible only in simulations. During a run, mutations were introduced into a genome as before, but in this case, when each set of mutations was chosen, their combined fitness effect was evaluated in the recipient genome. If the mutations increased fitness, they were disallowed. In one version of this protocol, the total mutation rate was held constant by choosing another set of mutations (potentially at different sites) until a neutral or deleterious combination was found; in another protocol, beneficial mutations were blocked without replacement. In both protocols, fitness declined below-often well below-the equilibrium that had been attained when compensatory evolution was allowed, although the effect was small at low mutation rates (Fig. 5) . The rate of fitness decline slowed after 1000 generations, due to a slowdown in the rate of best genotype loss, itself due to the evolution of a lower fraction of deleterious mutations and a larger (relative) effect size of individual deleterious mutations (data not shown).
Finally, we examined the rate of beneficial mutations. At generation, 1000 in 25 replicates evolved with a genomic mutation rate of U = 1.1, we found an average of 367 genotypes that had a fitness at least 20% higher than the mean, which we define as the highly fit class. Of these 367 genotypes, 33 had unique beneficial mutations arising that generation. Thus, almost 10% of the highly fit genotypes in the population acquired beneficial mutations in one generation. Multiple beneficial mutations were a general feature at the dynamic equilibrium; mutation rates higher than 0.2 led to at least one individual per generation gaining a mutation that put it in the highly fit class. At the highest viable mutation rate, U = 2.6, 71 individuals per generation gained a beneficial mutation that put them in the high-fitness class.
BEST GENOTYPE LOSS: MR OR EC?
The optimal genotype can be extinguished through either of two mechanisms: MR and an EC (survival of the flattest) (Muller 1964; Eigen 1971; Wilke et al. 2001; Bull et al. 2005) . We would like to understand which mechanism, if either, is operating here. The underlying cause in both mechanisms is a high mutation rate that drives the expected frequency of the best genotype low. In an EC, the mutation rate is so high that the deterministic equilibrium of the mutation-free genotype is zero. Thus, if the mutation rate is increased above the EC threshold, the mutation-free genotype will be lost, but the population nonetheless achieves a fitness equilibrium in which selection offsets the deleterious effects of mutation accumulation. In MR, the expected equilibrium frequency of the best genotype is positive, but the expected number of individuals with that genotype is low in the finite population and either never exists (Gessler 1995) or is lost by chance. As the next-best genotype can be lost by the same process, ad infinitum, there is no fitness equilibrium in the absence of compensatory evolution or reversion.
One useful indicator of whether the ratchet is operating here is to compare the lowest mutation rate at which the best genotype was lost to the lowest expected mutation-rate threshold for operation of MR in a few thousand generations. The expected size of the mutation-free class was given in (7), which may be rearranged and substituted as
If s is variable, use of the harmonic mean (s) is recommended (Orr 2000) .
The appropriate threshold n 0 is difficult to calculate in this setting (see Rouzine et al. 2008 , for calculations for a much simpler model system), so we accept Maynard Smith's heuristic value of 10 (Maynard Smith 1978) . Usings = 0.11 and D b = 0.67 (based on robust genotypes from the steep landscape and evaluated in the shallow landscape), we arrive at U T = 0.76. This value is close to the observed onset of best genotype loss (≈ 0.88). Given the uncertainty of how to parameterize (8), we consider it a tentatively acceptable fit and, in conjunction with the evidence that loss of the best genotype is continual, cautiously interpret the results as being consistent with a ratchet process.
RECONCILING EVOLUTION IN STEEP AND SHALLOW
LANDSCAPES
A striking anomaly was evident when comparing fitness equilibria in steep and shallow landscapes for N = 1000. As noted, mean fitness in steep landscapes fit the KM equilibrium, whereas mean fitness in shallow landscapes fell below the KM equilibrium. The anomaly is that, at a given U , equilibrium mean fitness in shallow landscapes actually exceeded fitness in steep landscapes. There are two dimensions to this anomaly, one of which has an easy explanation. For a given U (total mutation rate), the predicted KM equilibria differ between steep and shallow landscapes because different deleterious mutation rates have evolved. The deleterious fraction in shallow landscapes is reduced because a substantial fraction of mutations is now beneficial. Thus at any U , the predicted KM equilibrium is higher for shallow landscapes than for steep ones, so it is not surprising that the observed fitness in shallow landscapes can fall below its predicted KM equilibrium but can be above the equilibrium predicted for the steep landscape. More notable is the difference of absolute fitness between steep and shallow landscapes: fitness equilibrated higher in shallow than steep landscapes at any U , although the effect is noticeable only at the highest rates (Fig. 6) . We can offer three potential explanations for this difference, not necessarily independent. First, this difference could arise from some mechanism of the ratchet, because if the population was large enough to avoid loss of the best genotype, equilibrium fitness should be the same in the two landscapes. Recall that equilibrium fitness in the KM model depends only on the deleterious mutation rate, and the deleterious rate should be the same in the shallow and steep landscapes because robustness should be approximately the same if the ratchet does not operate. Our assumption here is that the selective pressure to reduce the fraction of deleterious mutations would be similar in the two fitness landscapes. Thus, operation of the ratchet is the obvious correlate of higher fitness in shallow landscapes and might be a direct or indirect cause.
Second, the occurrence of beneficial mutations itself might increase mean fitness, as genotypes with deleterious mutations could receive compensatory mutations that increase fitness. If beneficial mutations alone (regardless of the ratchet) increase mean fitness, this effect is expected to be stronger in populations occupying shallow landscapes, as genotypes with deleterious mutations persist longer due to weaker purifying selection. Third, as noted above, loss of the best genotype may be a type of ECwhich increasesW above that in the KM equilibrium (Bull et al. 2007 ).
EVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS IN SMALLER
POPULATIONS
To assess the sensitivity of the foregoing results to population size constraints, simulations were conducted for both fitness landscapes using a smaller population size (N = 100). As with larger populations, the maximum possible population size was generally maintained unless extinction occurred. The equilibrium fitness in the steep landscape was close to that evolved at the larger population size (Fig. 7A) . The best phenotype was also maintained across the viable mutation rates. However, the main difference was that these small populations went extinct at a lower mutation rate than did the larger populations. The smaller population size meant the best genotype was less likely to be maintained at the highest mutation rates, leading to their extinction. We have not explored the basis for this difference at which extinction occurs. One possibility might simply be a failure to evolve robustness.
For the shallow fitness landscape, the mean fitness was lower in small populations than in large populations (Fig. 7B) . Second, the best genotype was lost at all but the lowest mutation rate tested (U = 0.05). As in the steep fitness landscape, populations went extinct at a slightly lower mutation rate than in the large populations.
Which landscape led to a higher genetic load differed between simulations of large and small populations. In contrast to simulations with a larger population size, steep fitness landscapes in general had a higher equilibrium fitness compared to a shallow fitness landscape. One exception was that populations with a shallow fitness landscape were able to persist at a higher mutation rate compared to populations with a steep fitness landscape.
This apparent sensitivity of the mutation load to the size of deleterious mutations and population size has been noted before. For example, Kimura et al. (1963) found in some cases the mutation load in finite populations was dependent on the selection coefficient of deleterious mutations. Specifically, Kimura et al. (1963) showed that populations with a lesser deleterious effect size could in fact have a higher mutation load than a population with a greater deleterious effect size. In a related fashion, we found that which fitness landscape leads to a relatively higher mutation load depends on the population size.
EVOLUTION IN POPULATIONS WITH INTERMEDIATE FITNESS LANDSCAPE
We also conducted simulations with an intermediate fitness landscape and N = 1000 (fitness decline of 0.06, as opposed to 0.15 for steep landscapes and 0.025 for shallow fitness landscapes). This parameterization led to a mixture of the main features in the steep and shallow landscapes. First, predicted and observed fitness equilibria were in close accordance with each other, as in the steep fitness landscape (Fig. S3A) . The best genotype was maintained at most mutation rates but lost at the highest viable mutation rate.
The equilibrium fitness distributions were intermediate. The frequency of the best genotype declined faster than in the steep landscape but not as much as in the shallow landscape (Fig. S3B) .
SHALLOW AND STEEP FITNESS RESULTS APPLY TO MORE COMPLEX GENOMES
Our previous simulations considered individuals with a single chromosome and fitness landscape. Additional simulations allowed individuals to have genomes of two chromosomes (with no segregation or recombination). Each chromosome was selected for the same phenotype used in earlier simulations, but one chromosome experienced strong selection and the other weak selection. Total genome fitness was the sum of the fitness of each chromosome. Across a wide range of genomic mutation rates (population size of 1000), the best phenotype was lost for the chromosome experiencing the shallow landscape but not for the chromosome experiencing the steep landscape. Although it is not straightforward to compare this model with the singlelandscape model, and furthermore, the model did not allow interactions between mutations in the different chromosomes, these results at least suggest that a genome with a mix of sites experiencing different sizes of deleterious effects may simultaneously exhibit both types of behavior for its different classes of mutations.
Discussion
We simulated evolution at high mutation rate in asexual populations of size 1000 to examine the interactions of various evolutionary processes. Individuals had a 99-base genome whose phenotype was a secondary structure determined by minimum free energy. Fitness was assigned as offspring number according to the deviation of the genome's fold from an optimal target shape. The initial population was composed of a genotype with maximal fitness. A genomic mutation rate was imposed, but as the population evolved, so could the proportions of neutral, deleterious, and beneficial mutations. Our primary result is that the strength of selection determined which of two sets of processes dominated evolutionary dynamics.
There are at least six processes to be anticipated in these populations: (1) mutation-selection balance (Haldane 1927; Kimura and Maruyama 1966) , (2) continual loss of the best genotypes (MR or fixation of deleterious mutations, e.g., Muller 1964; Haigh 1978; Charlesworth et al. 1993; Stephan et al. 1993; Gordo and Charlesworth 2000) , (3) compensatory evolution Poon and Chao 2005; Silander et al. 2007; Howe and Denver 2008) , (4) clonal interference (Gerrish and Lenski 1998; de Visser et al. 1999; Miralles et al. 1999 ), (5) evolution of robustness , and (6) ECs (van Nimwegen et al. 1999; Wilke 2001) . The simulations allowed us to identify most of these processes and disentangle them, although some difficulties in isolating individual effects remained. When deleterious mutations had large effects (case I), the population was dominated by (1) and (5). With weaker effects (case II), (1)-(4) operated, possibly (5) and (6) as well. Yet, mean population fitness was almost indistinguishable between cases I and II, always strongly tied to mutation rate. Despite loss of the best genotypes in case II, fitness equilibrated from the input of compensatory mutations, as anticipated from prior theory (Poon and Otto 2000) and empirical work (Silander et al. 2007 ). Furthermore, populations could go extinct if mean fitness dropped low enough, but extinction was observed only at the highest mutation rates. For case I, populations went extinct at U = 2.6 whereas populations in case II survive. When the population size was 100, populations went extinct at a lower mutation rate (U = 1.93 and U = 2.6 for the steep and shallow landscapes, respectively).
The genomic mutation rates used in this study ranged from moderate to high, but potentially in the range experienced by RNA viruses and viroids (Drake et al. 1998; Sanjuan et al. 2004) . And although the rates used in our study are high per cell division for organisms with DNA genomes, they are not out of line for some DNA genomes per generation (Lynch et al. 2006) . Likewise, the high mutation rates used here would be experienced in bacterial mutator strains and attempts at lethal mutagenesis of viruses-the extinction of viral populations by artificial elevation of mutation rate (Fontanari et al. 2003; Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard 2003; Grande-Pérez et al. 2005; Gerrish et al. 2007; Springman et al. 2010) .
Strong selection relative to mutation rate (case I) led to a dynamic equilibrium between mutation and selection; populations evolved greater robustness by reducing the deleterious mutation rate and reducing the impact of those deleterious mutations that did occur. After an initial period of robustness evolution, population mean fitness was well-predicted by a simple model of mutation-selection balance. Genotypes belonging to the optimal phenotype class persisted in the long term; suboptimal genotypes were purged and replaced with new ones descended from the best genotypes. Compensatory evolution in suboptimal genotypes was of minor importance due to the rapid purging of suboptimal genotypes, and the retention of the most fit genotypes precluded the ratchet. Despite retention of the best genotype, populations with a mutation rate of 2.6 mutations per generation or more went extinct because their absolute mean fitness dropped low enough that parents had fewer than one offspring on average; this extinction threshold was as predicted by theory (Bull et al. 2007 ).
"Weak" selection relative to mutation rate (case II) resulted in profoundly different dynamics. The best genotype was lost, followed by the loss of next-best genotypes, and so on. Despite continuing losses, fitness equilibrated dynamically, with continued loss of good genotypes offset by beneficial mutations. Although compensatory mutations offset some of the fitness decline, populations with the highest mutation rate used in case II still went extinct.
Robustness evolved in multiple ways in these simulations. Most straightforward was the evolution of genomes that had fewer possible ways to experience deleterious mutations. In addition, genomes became more robust to the effect of a deleterious mutation. This second type of robustness is potentially important when selection is weak, such that suboptimal offspring are maintained for a longer period of time.
There was also some evidence of clonal interference in case II, in that multiple beneficial mutations arose on different genetic backgrounds in a given generation. This interference between beneficial mutations slows down the rate of adaptation in asexual populations Gerrish and Lenski (1998) . Population mean fitness equilibrated by generation 1000, however, so any effect of clonal interference would not have been noticeable in our data. Thus, although the necessary condition for clonal interference is present for most simulations (multiple beneficial mutations occurring at the same time on different genotypes), it is unclear clear what, if any effect clonal interference had.
The main limitation of our model would seem to be the absence of deleterious mutations with small effects (e.g., s ≤ 0.01). It is widely regarded that selection coefficients below 0.01 are important in evolution, and experimental studies have found that nonlethal mutations often reduce fitness by 1% or less (Sanjuan et al. 2004; Lind et al. 2010 ). Yet introducing selective coefficients this small into our model leads to unacceptably high fitness of random genotypes, an artifact of the small genome size that computational constraints require at present. In contrast to our study, analytical theory on mutation-selection balance is often developed for small selective effects. Waxman and Peck (2006) examined conditions under which pleiotropy between multiple quantitative traits can lead to the maintenance of an optimal genotype even under high mutation rates. Martin and Gandon (2010) examined the potential efficacy of lethal mutagenesis in an epidemiological framework.
The theory on MR has also become more sophisticated in recent years. For example, Gordo and Charlesworth (2000) found that MR can operate in sizable populations, yet it can also stall out if the selection coefficient is sufficiently strong. There have also been several studies that have begun exploring the rate of MR when mutations have a distribution of selection coefficients (Johnson 1999; Söderberg and Berg 2007) . Although relating results from these models to ours would be useful, and is ultimately needed for a full understanding of the problem, differences in the underlying models make comparisons difficult at present. Indeed, although our populations in shallow landscapes experienced continual loss of the best genotype, we could not unambiguously assign the process to the ratchet versus an EC. Thus, an obvious next step is to develop methods for identifying when the ratchet per se operates.
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